Automation drives improved
service excellence
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▲Rotocon’s Patrick Aengenvoort with Labelton’s Leandri and Jacques van Tonder at the company’s headquarters in Boksburg,
Johannesburg. Labelton also has a Western Cape branch located in Stellenbosch which is headed by sales director, Vincent Boyd.
▲►Labelton’s production manager, Victor Dhlamini, and sales manager, Chandler Smetryns.

LABELTON invested in an Ecoline RDS 340
die-cutting, slitting and rewinding finishing
system from Rotocon, a year after achieving
positive results from its Ecoline RSI 330 slitterrewinder investment.
Husband and wife team, Jacques and Leandri
van Tonder, established Labelton in 2016 to produce
stationery labels. The company’s first machinery
purchase, specifically for labels, was made in 2017
when Vincent Boyd, sales director, joined the Labelton
team. A year later, Labelton became a fully-fledged
label converter.
‘In 2019, we purchased the RSI 330 slitter-rewinder
because it is simple to operate and enables highefficiency levels,’ comments Jacques. ‘Customers
noticed the difference in our delivery times.’
Quick turnaround times, he emphasises, leave a
positive impression on customers, which creates a
competitive advantage. ‘We want to avoid bottlenecks
– everything should run smoothly – so we’re also
opting for more automation.’
Leandri adds that investing in the RDS 340 unit
(pictured right) forms part of the company’s business
plan to thoroughly investigate each investment made
to deliver high-quality labels in quick turnaround times.
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Rotocon’s director, Patrick Aengenvoort, describes
the Ecoline RDS 340 as a highly efficient die-cutting
system. ‘The RDS 340 has a compact design and
offers short set-up times and efficient operation.’
Jacques remarks that Rotocon’s
service and professionalism make
the company stand out from its
counterparts. ‘Dealing with Patrick
and the Rotocon team has ensured
that beyond equipment purchases,
Labelton receives excellent service
and guidance.’
Patrick adds: ‘It’s an honour that
the Labelton team wants to make
us part of its journey and that we
can help the company achieve
its goals. It has been rewarding
working with the team and
seeing its positive growth
results.’
Leandri echoes this
sentiment, adding that Labelton has the best team and
can only grow from here. ‘Our slogan is “Aiming for
Perfection”, and we keep it in mind with
everything that we do,’ she concludes.

Production proficiency
TO ensure that Labelton continues on its successful trajectory, the company
recently appointed Victor Dhlamini as production manager.
With over 10 years’ industry experience, Victor brings extensive local label market
knowledge to the company.
‘Our customers have always been our main priority, and we will continue to work
diligently and tirelessly to keep them ahead of the competition by providing labelling
solutions that are in line with current technological trends. Victor’s leadership will
play a vital role in achieving these goals,’ asserts MD, Jacques van Tonder.
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